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Grade-2

CHAPTER-1

ANNE’S FIRST DAY AT SCHOOL

Thinkingwise

1. (d) 2. green 3. No, Anne doesn’t know her teacher.
4. cute and kind 5. her mom

Vocabularywise

Brand-new - lunch-box
cute - teacher
Favourite - book
Green - pencil box
Shinny - shoes

Grammarwise

A. 1. crawling 2. reading 3. flying 4. riding 5. playing 6. cooking
B. 1. × 2. × 3. 4. 5. × 6. ×

7. × 8. 
Writingwise

1. Lovely is tall and strong.
2. The rabbit is fast but the tortoise is slow.
3. The soup is hot and tasty.
4. We went to the party and danced there.
5. Roses are red and beautiful.
6. Maria and Tanya went to the market.

Activitywise

1. DUSTER 2. CHAIR 3. CHALK

CHAPTER-2

LUCY’S GOOD BOOK

1. d 2. b 3. d
4. I think, It was fun to go with her mom to the store and Lucy got this
   opportunity and her sister’s didn’t.
5. Lucy behaved nicely and politely at the store.
6. c 7. a 8. b 9. a
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Vocabularywise

1. oldest 2. hard 3. happily 4. proud 5. polite 6. argue
Grammarwise

2. Could you please pass that bowl to me ?
3. Mathura is not very far away from Agra.
4. Will you go home this week ?
5. Can you see a kite flying high in the sky ?
6. June is a hot month in North India.
7. Do you work on a computer ?
8. My teacher speaks politely.
9. Do you go out to play in the evening ?
10. Have you ever visited abroad ?

CHAPTER-3

OH, NO ! NOT AGAIN

Thinkingwise

1. c 2. d 3. b 4. b 5. d 6. a 7. b
Vocabularywise

1. end 2. down 3. narrow 4. slowly 5. close 6. disappear
Grammarwise

Person — teacher, grandfather, aunt, cousin, father, carpenter, sister,
uncle.

animals — giraffe, ant, tiger, zebra, cow, elephant, horse.
birds — peacock, parrot, crow, eagle, sparrow, owl, pigeon,

penguin.
places — bathroom, mall, home, Germany, France, classroom,

orchard, kitchen.
things — tomato, pizza, bike, mango, peas, bus, drum, classroom,

milk.
Writingwise

2. Ankit is wearing a new blue shirt.
3. Doing exercise is good for health.
4. Where are Mihir and Rahul going ?
5. Have you ever been to Nainital ?
6. What is the name of your class teacher ?
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CHAPTER-4

CHINKY AND GINNI

Thinkingwise

1. c 2. c 3. c 4. d 5. b
Vocabularywise

2. them 3. set 4. why 5. book 6. game 7. dust
Grammarwise

Special names Common names
1. Diwali 1. vegetable
2. Gujarat 2. bike
3. France 3. pizza
4. Manoj 4. boat
5. December 5. cousin
6. Tuesday 6. car
7. Kajal 7. parrot
8. Nepal 8. cottage
9. Christmas 9. animal
10. Nurse 10. ice-cream

Writingwise

a. forest, nests, parrots, owl, sparrow, tree.
b. Poopoo, Monu, sheru, tiger, oranges, note, rupee.

Speakingwise
A festival - Holi
A river - Ganga
A friend - Anita
An animal - Dog
A city - Patna
A monument - The Taj Mahal
A teacher - Miss Rozi

CHAPTER-5

IN THE SUMMER

Thinkingwise

1. (d)
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2. ‘shades’ are sunglasses.
3. The kid puts on lotion to his skin because it will protect him from
   sunburn.
4. A ship of water.
5. I would like to take bath in swimming pool. I like to enjoy ice-cream
   in the summer.

Vocabularywise
1. sip-flip    2. cool-pool 3. in-skin

Grammar-wise

2. boats 3. mangoes 4. pens 5. watches
6. dresses 7. pizzas 8. lions 9. tomatoes

CHAPTER-6

JUST LET ME DRAW

Thinking-wise

1. Mrs. Lal wanted the kids to colour a picture of a lion.
2. The kids were enjoying drawing and colouring picture.
3. Chintu was nervous when Mrs. Lal saw his picture because he didn’t
   follow the directions given by her.
4. I prefer to colour because I use my own drawing skill.
5. Mrs. Lal was not upset with Chintu because she came to know that
   Chintu was a very good artist and was surprised herself.

Vocabularywise

1. whispered 2. was 3. had
4. were 5. turned 6. started
7. followed 8. glanced 9. inquired
10. answered 11. watched

Grammarwise

2. Tanu’s 3. father’s 4. aunt’s 5. Appu’s 6. nurse’s
7. train’s 8. giraffe’s

CHAPTER-7

SNAKES

Thinkingwise

1. (c) 2. tongue 3. yes 4. no 5. (a)
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Vocabularywise

1. a 2. c 3. b 4. d 5. a
Grammarwise

2. older 3. smaller 4. more famous 5. bigger 6. least
7. longer 8. faster

Writingwise

1. Snakes have backbones but no hair.
2. Snakes can glide and like to hide themselves.
3. Snakes use their tongues to taste the air.

ASSESSMENT-1
A. 1. (c) 2. Tyrannosaurus rex lived over 60 million years ago.

3. (d) 4. school bus 5. airplane
B. 1. strong 2. vehicle that brings kids to school 3. not safe

4. place to cook food 5. yellow fruits
C. 1. flying 2. reading 3. bigger 4. going 5. cooking
D. 1. her mom

2. I like to visit Shimla in summer.
3. because he didn’t follow the directions given by Mrs. Lal.
4. tongue
5. because they look the same.

E. 1. sad 2. false 3. wrong 4. white 5. uneasy, difficult
F. 1. burger 2. ball 3. potato 4. paper 5. colour
G. 1. Durga Puja 2. The Times of India 3. Ganga

4. Agra 5. Deepika Padukone
H. 1. men 2. children   3. oxen 4. leaves 5. knives

CHAPTER-8

A NEW PLACE

Thinkingwise

1.  thirteen year old
2.  because they wanted the horse to take rest.
3.  Lalit and his family make their new home at green Misba valley in
    North Palanpur.
4.  Lalit hunted in the woods of the Misba valley and he often brought
    home deer and bear. Thus, the neighbours came to knew that Lalit
    is a good hunter.
5.  (c)
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Vocabularywise
1. cold , bold
2. torn , born
3. cot , hot
4. cook , book
5. talked , cocked
6. best , guest
7. bent , cent
8. hike , bike

Grammarwise
2. his 3. my 4. its 5. your 6. our 7. her

Writingwise
2. sell 3. expensive 4. coming 5. bad 6. fat
7. rolling

CHAPTER-9

NIKKI’S VISIT TO DENTIST

Thinkingwise
1. due to toothache.
2. Mother and Nikki went to the dentist.
3. The nurse wrote down Nikki’s particulars at the dentist’s clinic.
4. The dentist gave her an injection to relieved from toothache.
5. (d)

Vocabularywise
1. b 2. d 3. a 4. b 5. c

Grammarwise
an uncle a parlour an elephant a boat
The Narmada a pizza an egg The Times of India
an owl a parrot an eskimo The Quran
The moon an icecream

Writingwise
1. She, we 2. It 3. We, we 4. He 5. I, I
6. They 7. You, you

Speakingwise
1. a, It 2. The 3. a, an, a and a 4. An 5. A, The, the
6. The, it 7. The, the
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CHAPTER-10

VARUN AND HIS BICYCLE

Thinkingwise
1. The two friends were going to visit another friend who lived some

distance away.
2. Raghu was riding the bicycle.
3. They made the mistake of going too near the bank.
4. Raghu fell first into the stream.
5. They were both dirty and soaking wet and were not in a condition

to visit anyone.
6. The front wheel was bent out of shape in the end of the story.

Vocabularywise

1. more 2. hardened 3. pleasant 4. clean
5. dry 6. always

Grammarwise

2. it 3. it 4. her 5. them 6. you 7. me
8. him 9. us

Writingwise

1. I am thirsty. Please give me a glass of water.
2. Bittu is studying. Please do not disturb him.
3. The dog is running after him.
4. These flowers are so beautiful. Would you buy some of them ?
5. Can I play ludo with my friends ?
6. Mohan and Farhan were at the mall. They were buying clothes there.

Listeningwise

1. Queen 2. Tigress 3. Cow 4. Bitch 5. Woman 6. Hen
7. Goddess 8. Mare

CHAPTER-11

MINTU’S CLASSMATES

Thinkingwise

1. The teachers say that the class is so noisy.
2. Nitu is the class monitor.
3. Chinku’s voice is like that of a bull frog.
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4. Banku sleeps in the class.
5. (a)
6. answers will differ.

Vocabularywise

1. girl 2. shout 3. adore 4. enough  5. largely 6. sometimes
7. arrives

Grammarwise

2. makes 3. teaches 4. goes 5. eat 6. hot 7. goes
8. speak 9. spread 10. shine

Writingwise

1. fight 2. grow 3. sail 4. wear 5. fly 6. live

CHAPTER-12

BONE IN THE WOLF’S THROAT

Thinkingwise

1. (c)
2. As the wolf was eating his food, a piece of bone got stuck in his

throat.
3. The wolf went to the crane to pull out a bone from his throat with

the help of crane’s long beak.
4. The wolf’s offer was a present to the crane.
5. The crane asked the wolf to look up with his mouth open and then

he put its head into the wolf’s mouth and pulled out the bone.
6. The wolf said that he would give a present. If the crane remove the

bone from his throat, but he didn’t gave any present.
Vocabularywise

1. started 2. tried 3. pleaded 4. replied 5. humble 6. ungrateful
Grammarwise

1. were , are , am.
2. were , was , are , am , is.

Writingwise

1. have 2. has 3. has 4. have 5. have, has
Listeningwise

1. has 2. had 3. has 4. had 5. has 6. has
7. has
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CHAPTER-13

JUNKY ART

Thinkingwise

1. (c) 2. three
3. The coffee can becomes a drum.
4. The goose is made out of paper scraps.
5. The poet says that she is ‘smart’ because she make art from waste

things.
Vocabulary-wise

1. old - fold
2. yarn - barn
3. throw - know
4. away - tray
5. art - smart

Grammar-wise

2. swims 3. dance 4. goes 5. lives 6. cleans 7. sails
8. like 9. does 10. lie

CHAPTER-14

HERCULES

Thinkingwise

1. (b)
2. The king asked Hercules to bring three golden apples.
3. Hercules went to Hercules to bring the three golden apples.
4. The old man told Hercules to meet a giant.
5. Hercules asked Atlas to hold the sky for a little so that he shall make

a pad for his shoulders to support the sky. Atlas agreed and he took
back the sky from him. And thus he got rid of carrying the sky on
his shoulders.

6. (b)
Vocabularywise

1. giant , tight 2. sleep , heap
3. met , get 4. talked , chalked
5. surprised , replied 6. old , hold
7. away , day 8. pretend , spend
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Grammarwise

2. is melting 3. am drawing 4.  are playing
5. is mending 6. are leaving 7.  is singing
8. are watching 9. is shining 10. is driving

Writingwise

2. she’s 3. They’re 4. It’s, you’re, you’ll
5. It’s 6. We’ll, It’s 7. We’ve

CHAPTER-15

FAIR SHARE

Thinkingwise

1. (c)
2. The father left for his sons a cow and a date-tree.
3. Ali took the upper part of the tree.
4. Ali made holes on the upper part of the tree for sweet-smelling juice.
5. Abraham cut the lower part of the tree.
6. (b)

Vocabularywise

1. trust 2. shout 3. reply 4. ask 5. advice 6. start
7. agree 8. collect 9. realize 10. share 11. live

Grammarwise

2. visited 3. go 4. came 5. sold 6. arrives 7. is
8. began 9. invites 10. play

Writingwise

lived, followed, taking bath, flew, fell, noticed, knew, took.
Listeningwise

1. won’t 2. isn’t 3. aren’t 4. doesn’t
5. couldn’t 6. weren’t

Activitywise

1. small 2. long 3. pointed
short lengthy sharp

4. pretty 5. polite 6. lazy
beautiful humble slow
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7. neat 8. difficult 9. jump
clean hard hop

10.essential
important

CHAPTER-16

LUCKY DUCKY

Thinkingwise

1. (b) 2. (b)
3. Piggy is a pig.
4. Tonky asked, ‘‘Where are you going Lucky’’ ?
5. Tonky didn’t laugh when Lucky was going back home because Lucky

won the race and wore the bright red ribbon.
Vocabularywise

1. rose 2. apple 3. car 4. blood 5. lips
Grammarwise

2. on 3. behind  4. on 5. in 6. over 7. in
8. down 9. between 10. over

Writingwise

1. He sat at the table and read a book.
2. I have a toy car but no teddy bear.
3. Do you go to school by bus or car ?
4. Would you like to drink an apple juice or an orange juice ?
5. Shiny has bought peaches and guavas.

ASSESSMENT-2

A. 1. (b) 2. (d) 3. (a) 4. (c) 5. (a)
6. I think, the third reason is the most important because without food
   no one can survive.

B. 1. Lalit was thirteen year old.
2. due to toothache.
3. The wolf went to the crane to pick the bone out from his throat.
4. The king asked Hercules to bring three golden apples.
5. because Lucky Ducky won the race and he wore a red ribbon.

C. 1. sight bright
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2. mend bend
3. replied surprised
4. bet met
5. cake shake

D. 1. c 2. a 3. e 4. b 5. d
E. 1. an 2. The 3. a
F. 1. queen 2. Actress 3. Goddess 4. cow 5. hen
G. 1. I’m 2. doesn’t 3. They’re 4. We’re 5. weren’t
H. 1. go 2. fly 3. gone 4. in 5. over

READING AND MORE

1. A RESTAURANT

1. 1. lunch 2. dinner 3. snack 4. serves
3. T, T, F, T

2. PICTURES IN THE CLOUDS
1. 1. (d) 2. Pari thought it is a big dog.

3. four clouds 4. (b)
2. 1. brother 2. backyard 3. Octopus 4. beard

5. raced 6. cloud
3. CHICKENS TAKE A BATH

1. Daisy
2. Papu and Chichi
3. Aunt Doremi’s chickens take their bath by own. They clean tiny bugs

off their feathers by own.
4. (c)
5. Aunt Doremi was trying to be funny at the end of the story when she

asked Daisy to join them.


